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Project Goal
Implement a DSpace banner that dynamically changes as a user navigates across communities and collections.

1. Code uses the breadcrumb trail to determine what logo to display in the banner

2. Most collections use the parent community/sub-community logo in the banner, not the collection logo, so:
   IF <level4> THEN <level3_logo>

3. If a collection exists at the sub-community level, we default to the collection logo:
   IF <level3> AND <collection> THEN <level3_logo>

4. So, <level 3 collections> should have a logo that will be displayed in the banner, but there will be collections without one

5. Collections can still have their own logo on the collection page and not in the banner

6. The “Edit Community” (and sub-community and collection) interface is changed to allow administrators to choose logo placement:
   Upload new PAGE logo:  
   Upload new BANNER logo: